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Abstract

Investigating thermal energy demand is crucial for the development of

sustainable cities and efficient use of renewable sources. Despite the

advances made in this field, the analysis of energy data provided by smart

grids is currently a demanding challenge. In this paper, we develop a

clustering methodology based on a novel dissimilarity measure to ana-

lyze a high temporal resolution panel data for district heating demand

in the Italian city Bozen-Bolzano. Starting from the characteristics of

this data, we explore the usefulness of the Ali-Mikhail-Haq copula in

defining a new dissimilarity measure to cluster variables in a hierarchi-

cal framework. We show that our proposal is particularly sensitive to

small dissimilarities based on tiny differences in the dependence level.

Therefore, the proposed measure is able to better distinguish between

objects with low dissimilarity than classic rank-based dissimilarity mea-

sures. Moreover, our proposal is defined in a spatial version that is able to
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take into account the spatial location of the compared objects. We inves-

tigate the proposed measure through Monte Carlo studies and compare

it with the corresponding spatial Kendall’s correlation-based dissimilar-

ity measure. Finally, the application to real data makes it possible to

find clusters of buildings homogeneous with respect to their main char-

acteristics, such as energy efficiency and heating surface, to support

the design, expansion and management of district heating systems.

Keywords: Ali-Mikhail-Haq copula, Cluster analysis, District heating
demand, Panel data, Spatial distance.

1 Introduction

Understanding thermal consumption in urban areas is a crucial need to increase

the sustainability and efficiency of energy systems and reduce world climate

change. Renewable energy systems require a fully reshape of the traditional

infrastructure and a rethink of the technologies involved. District heating (DH

hereafter) is one of the key technologies involved in the ongoing process aimed

at developing sustainable cities and improving the efficiency of the heating

sector. Indeed, DH is defined as an energy distribution system that provides

heat through a network of pipes to buildings in a neighborhood or a town [1]

by incorporating renewable sources and reducing waste of energy in a flexible

urban energy system [2].

Developing stochastic methods to analyze high frequency DH energy data

provided by smart grids is currently a demanding challenge (see, e.g. [3], [4]).

In particular, there is a need for an in-depth analysis of heating data (see,

e.g. [5, 6]) to enhance the management and planning of the heating system [7].

In this context, clustering methods enable the investigation of the structure

underlying the data generating process (DGP hereafter), serving as the basis

for further learning, such as forecasting and anomaly detection. Specifically, the
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identification of DH users that are similar according to relevant characteristics

contributes to efficiently plan the DH.

In the hierarchical agglomerative clustering framework, the core idea is to

construct the hierarchical relationship among the objects to be grouped start-

ing from a set of clusters each containing a single object to a single cluster

containing all the objects [8]. Hierarchical clustering requires a pairwise dissim-

ilarity measure to compare singletons and a linkage rule to compare clusters.

The most widely used linkage rules are the average, the complete, and the sin-

gle. The literature on the choice of pairwise dissimilarity measures is extensive

(see [9] and references therein). In clustering random variables (r.v.s hereafter),

copula-based measures of association have been used in a variety of application

contexts (see, e.g., [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], and [15]), as they allow describing

complex dependence structures and addressing specific features of the joint dis-

tribution of r.v.s, such as asymmetries and tail dependence [16]. Indeed, copula

models allow us to describe the dependence structure of the DGP separately

from the marginal distributions, yielding a much greater degree of flexibility in

specifying and estimating the dependence relationship. For instance, the copula

approach makes it possible to define pairwise dissimilarities as well as mul-

tivariate dissimilarities in terms of concordance or tail dependence measures

(see, e.g., [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]).

While many contributions in the context of clustering r.v.s have focused on

detecting a strong association between extreme values (see, e.g., [22] and [23]),

this paper focuses on the ability to differentiate r.v.s characterized by a similar

and low level of dependence, motivated by the features of the panel data of

DH demand. As discussed by [24], cluster analysis is appropriate to extract

information from small dissimilarities. Here, we analyze hourly panel data

concerning the thermal energy demand of residential users in the Italian city
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of Bozen-Bolzano in 2016. To this aim we explore the potential of the Ali-

Mikhail-Haq (AMH hereafter) copula [25] to cluster r.v.s in the agglomerative

hierarchical clustering context, proposing a new spatial AMH copula-based

dissimilarity measure to investigate the theoretical and applied properties.

Since the most used copula-based dissimilarity measures involve Kendall’s τ

correlation coefficient, we empirically compare the performance of the proposed

measure with the corresponding version based on Kendall’s τ through Monte

Carlo studies.

As mentioned above, the theoretical contribution of this paper is applied to

panel data. In the context of time series data analysis, hierarchical clustering

algorithms exploiting copula-based dissimilarity measures have been used to

detect the co-movements of r.v.s (see, e.g., [26], [27], [28]). Extensions of these

approaches, considering both temporal and cross-sectional dependence via cop-

ulas, can be found in, e.g., [29], [30], but to the best of our knowledge, there

are no methodological procedures dedicated to panel data analysis, which is

our focus. Hence, we develop a procedure for clustering panel data with char-

acteristics suitable for the proposed AMH copula-based dissimilarity measure.

We, then, analyze panel data of DH demand in an Italian city. While some

studies exploit copulas in the field of DH demand (see, e.g., [31], [32]), copula-

based clustering has not yet been developed – or only marginally – in relation

to energy or the more general environmental sciences field (see, e.g., [33], [34]).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2

describes our motivation and provides a toy example introducing the frame-

work of our proposal. Then, we define a new dissimilarity measure and present

its theoretical advantages in Section 3. In Section 4, we compare our proposal

with a classic dissimilarity measure through a simulation study and discuss the
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advantages and limitations of the new dissimilarity measure. We then illus-

trate a clustering methodology based on the proposed dissimilarity via the

application to panel data in Section 5. Section 6 highlights the most relevant

implications and summarizes our main findings.

2 Motivation

Consider a set of n-dimensional data objects where each object is a realiza-

tion of a r.v. representing a time series of the phenomenon of interest (for

instance, a time series of residuals obtained after removing any trend over time

and autocorrelation effects). The correlation between any pair of r.v.s can be

used to determine the dissimilarity measure for clustering time series based on

similar behavior over time. In particular, for two r.v.s Xj and Xj′ , the dissim-

ilarity can be expressed in terms of Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient, τjj′ ,

by adopting, for instance, the function
√

2(1 − τjj′) as in [11] that highlights

the differences in the dissimilarity values and ranges in [0, 2].

As a toy example, we consider five variables extracted from the data we

analyze in Section 5. Assume that the Kendall’s correlations computed for five

variables denoted with X, Y , Z, W , V form the following symmetric matrix:

R =

X Y Z W V
















































1.000 −0.103 −0.077 0.102 −0.028 X

−0.103 1.000 0.079 −0.001 0.170 Y

−0.077 0.079 1.000 0.117 −0.041 Z

0.102 −0.001 0.117 1.000 0.139 W

−0.028 0.170 −0.041 0.139 1.000 V
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As can be noted, the values of the pairwise rank correlations are overall low

and homogenous, with the highest value 0.139 associated with the pair (V,W ).

In this situation, the aforementioned dissimilarity will be characterized by

limited variability (in the range [1.289, 1.485]), due to tiny differences in the

rank correlations. The heat maps of distances for the five considered variables

are shown in Fig. 1 (middle). The heat map of the Kendall-based dissimilarities

allows us to visualize the strong homogeneity within the represented objects,

providing information on the partition of the data based on the hierarchical

agglomerative method with complete linkage through the dendrograms of rows

and columns. Moreover, to assess the overall quality of the dendrogram, we

consider the agglomerative coefficient [8] (AC hereafter) that is given by the

normalized average of all the “1-dissimilarities” to the first cluster that the

singleton is merged with, divided by the dissimilarity of the merger in the final

step of the algorithm. The AC value is equal to 0.095, showing the very poor

quality of the obtained dendrogram.

Since each variable in the data we analyze in Section 5 is associated with a

spatial location, it is reasonable to include spatial information in the compu-

tation of the dissimilarity. Hence, we assess the clustering via the expression

dτjj′ = cjj′
√

2(1 − τjj′), where cjj′ =
(

1
wjj′

− δjj′
)

with wjj′ denoting the

spatial weight associated with pair (j, j′) and δjj′ being the usual Kronecker

δ [35]. The spatial weight can be computed through the standard exponential

function of spatial distance [35], i.e. wjj′ = exp(−gjj′/maxjj′{gjj′}), where

gjj′ is the geographic distance between j and j′ on the World Geodetic System

ellipsoid [36]. We thus use a spatial Kendall-based dissimilarity measure dτjj′

where the strength of the dissimilarity increases with the spatial distance. The

corresponding heat map shown in Fig. 1 (right) clearly indicates the usefulness

of spatial weights in better discerning very similar objects, e.g., pairs (X,Y )
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and (Y,W ). However, this does not completely overcome the issue of discern-

ing the r.v.s that are weakly correlated and not distant in space. For instance,

pairs (X,Y ) and (Y, Z) result in cells with similar color intensity in both cases

(see the middle and right panels of Fig. 1), and, although AC has increased to

the more reasonable value of 0.514, the overall quality of the dendrogram is

still poor. From an engineering point of view, this weakness is a bottleneck for

Fig. 1 From left to right: Locations (longitude and latitude coordinates) of the time series
objects used for the motivating example (spatial weights are reported in red for each pair of
variables) and the heat maps of the 5×5 dissimilarity matrix based on Kendall’s τ rank cor-
relation ignoring (middle) and including (right) the spatial information. The dissimilarities
are normalized to [0, 1] for comparison purposes.

several DH system operations since an accurate clustering of DH users would

allow us to better schedule heat production, thermal storage management, and

integration of renewable sources, e.g. solar and geothermal energy [5].

Motivated by the empirical issue illustrated above, in what follows we pro-

pose a new dissimilarity measure that appears to be a valid approach whenever

spatial correlation-based clustering of r.v.s is of interest and the data present

small but non-negligible correlations.
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3 A spatial AMH copula-based dissimilarity

measure

Copulas originated in the context of probabilistic metric spaces via Sklar’s

noted theorem [37] stating that a copula C(·) is a joint distribution function

with uniform margins. The advantages of the copula-based approach in con-

texts where dependence is relevant are well known, since copulas potentially

enable describing any kind of complex multivariate dependence structure of the

DGP, such as non-linear and non-Gaussian relations, heavy tails, and asym-

metries [16]. In the literature, a myriad of copula models have been proposed,

each able to describe a particular dependence pattern. Here we focus on the

Ali-Mikhail-Haq copula function [25]:

CAMH(u1, u2) =
u1u2

1 − θAMH
u1u2

(1 − u1)(1 − u2)
(1)

where θAMH
u1,u2

∈ [−1, 1[ is its dependence parameter. Although the AMH copula

function can be used to describe both positive and negative correlation of r.v.s,

it is not suitable for very high positive or negative correlations. The domain of

the AMH copula dependence parameter in terms of Kendall’s τ coefficient is

[−0.1817, 0.3333]. For details on the statistical properties of the AMH copula,

see [38]. The dependence parameter of the AMH copula can be estimated using

the estimation methods available in the literature (see, e.g., [39]).

Our interest in the AMH copula rests on the possibility of defining a new

dissimilarity measure able to differentiate among objects with low and very

similar dependence. Hence, we propose a measure that exploits the above dis-

cussed characteristics of the AMH copula and is also able to take into account
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the spatial information between objects:

dAMH
jj′ = cjj′

√

2(1 − θAMH
jj′ ) (2)

where cjj′ =
(

1
wjj′

− δjj′
)

, wjj′ is the spatial weight associated with the two

objects j and j′ and δjj′ is the usual Kronecker δ [35]. Note that when j = j′,

wjj′ = δjj′ = 1, so that cjj′ = 0. The spatial weight can be calculated starting

from the geographic distance (based on longitude and latitude information)

of the two objects in such a way that it decreases with the geographic dis-

tance. A possibility for defining the spatial weight is the function introduced

in Section 2: wjj′ = exp(−gjj′/maxjj′{gjj′}), where gjj′ is the geographic

distance between j and j′ on the World Geodetic System ellipsoid [36]. As a

result, two objects j and j′ are more dissimilar the further apart they are.

Hence, 0 ≤ dAMH
jj′ ≤ 2 maxjj′ {cjj′}. The measure in Eq. (2) is a dissimilarity,

since it satisfies the two properties of a dissimilarity measure whose proofs are

trivial:

P1. dAMH
jj′ ≥ 0 ∀ j, j′, and dAMH

jj′ = 0 if and only if j = j′

P2. dAMH
jj′ = dAMH

j′j ∀ j, j′

The proposed dissimilarity measure considers minimum dissimilarity only

between variables with maximum comonotone (positive) dependence. More-

over, dAMH is decreasingly monotone with respect to θAMH, and this property

means that the dissimilarity degree tends to vanish as soon as approaching

the comonotonic (positive) case. Since the parametric space of the dependence

parameter θAMH tends to amplify the difference between low-rank correlations,
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which allows us to distinguish objects with tiny differences in dissimilarity val-

ues, the proposed measure is particularly useful when variables exhibit low

dependence and the dissimilarity values show homogeneity. As will be clear

in the empirical application in Section 5, this also results in a dendrogram

that is less flattened and dense, i.e., with a wide distance between clusters so

that a later fusion takes place at a higher level of dissimilarity than the previ-

ous one. Hence, the hierarchy of clusters is better highlighted, improving the

interpretation and cutting of the dendrogram.

4 Monte Carlo study

Here, we provide a simulation study to assess the goodness of the proposed

dissimilarity measure in Eq. (2) with respect to the spatial Kendall-based

dissimilarity measure dτ . In particular, we want to investigate the ability of

dAMH to discriminate objects with homogeneous correlation, also taking into

account the spatial information. To this end, we consider five different three-

dimensional DGPs based on copulas differing from the AMH (see Table 1) and

we generate K = 3 independent samples, each representing a cluster generated

from a specific copula model. Overall, we have n = 150 realizations of p =

41 r.v.s (which can be interpreted, for instance, as serially uncorrelated time

series), and the cluster size pk (with k = 1, . . . ,K) is randomly chosen from 2

to (41−(K+1)) to ensure that each cluster has at least 2 elements and the size

of the whole clustering is p. The sample size as well as the spatial weights derive

from the empirical case study data set presented in Section 5. The five DGPs

considered are simulated by using different settings for spatial information.

In particular, when no spatial information is used cjj′ = 1 ∀j, j′ = 1, . . . , p,

whereas when spatial information is used, the weights are computed using the

exponential form described in Section 3, where gjj′ is the distance between
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the two points j and j′ computed according to the generated coordinates. We

consider two different settings for the geographic position of points. In one

case, we generate points in the plane in such a way that one cluster of points is

clearly distant from the other two that conversely show some overlap: we use

the following cluster centers (100, 100), (500, 300), and (600, 200) to generate

points by adding a random noise distributed as N (0, 100) and each cluster

size is chosen randomly as described above. Here, gjj′ is the Euclidean distance

between the simulated plane coordinates. In the other case, we compute the

weights starting from the geographic positions on the WGS ellipsoid of the

points observed in the panel data application described in the next section

adding a uniform random noise. We therefore simulate 15 different scenarios,

and for each, perform 500 Monte Carlo replications.

Table 1 Data generating processes (DGPs) used in the Monte Carlo simulation study.

DGP Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

1 Clayton, τ = 0.05 Clayton, τ = 0.15 Clayton, τ = 0.25
2 Gumbel, τ = 0.25 Frank, τ = 0.1 Clayton, τ = 0.2
3 Gumbel, τ = 0.2 Frank, τ = 0.2 Clayton, τ = 0.2
4 Clayton, τ = 0.2 Clayton, τ = 0.2 Clayton, τ = 0.2
5 Gumbel, τ = 0.2 Gumbel, τ = 0.2 Gumbel, τ = 0.2

To measure the performance of dAMH and dτ , we compute (i) AC to assess

the quality of the dendrogram, i.e., the whole hierarchy of clusters, and (ii)

the Adjusted Rand Index [40] (ARI hereafter) to assess the quality of a spe-

cific partition, i.e., the agreement between the partition obtained given the

true number of clusters and the true partition. The AC distribution for each

simulated scenario is shown in Fig. 2. [8] argue that when the AC is close to

zero, “the corresponding method has not found a natural structure, which can

be expressed by saying that no clusters have been found, or rather that the

data consists of one big cluster”. Instead, an AC close to 1 indicates that a

very clear clustering structure has been identified. Here, it is evident that the
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proposed dissimilarity measure outperforms the measure based on Kendall’s

τ irrespective of the DGP, the linkage rule, and the setting of spatial weights.

The complete linkage appears to be better than the average and the single

linkages, and the use of spatial information appears to have a positive but mild

effect on the performance of the proposed measure. On the contrary, it appears

that dτ is i) not able to discriminate among low correlated objects, and ii)

strongly affected by the use of spatial information that helps the dissimilarity

improve the overall quality of the clustering. Also, the complete linkage here

shows better performance than the other two linkage rules. The distribution

of ARI for each simulated scenario is shown in Fig. 3. Here, the partition is

obtained by cutting the dendrogram so that three clusters are identified. It is

evident that when spatial information is used, the spatial AMH copula-based

dissimilarity measure outperforms the spatial Kendall-based dissimilarity mea-

sure, irrespective of the DGP and the spatial weights, but the two measures

appear equivalent when unit spatial weights are used. As for dAMH, when

spatial information is used, the average and the complete linkage rules work

better than the single rule in all the simulated scenarios. Moreover, interest-

ing to note is that the proposed dissimilarity performance shows a mild effect

in terms of the kind of DGP and level of dependence used. As for the spatial

Kendall-based dissimilarity measure, neither the linkage rule nor kind of DGP

appear to affect the performance of the measure when spatial information is

used. Indeed, the role of the spatial weights is crucial and negatively affects

the performance of dτ , worsening when the weights are empirically computed,

and therefore not related to the simulated within-cluster dependence.
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Fig. 2 Boxplots of AC (y-axis) by varying i) the pairwise dissimilarity measure between
dAMH and dτ , ii) the linkage method between the average, the complete (maximum), and
the single (minimum) (x-axis starting with the average linkage and dAMH, continuing with
the complete linkage and dAMH, and ending with the single linkage and dτ ), iii) the DGP
among the five provided in Table 1 (panels by rows), and iv) the spatial settings among
no weights (cjj′ = 1, ∀j, j′), random weights, and empirical weights plus a random noise
(panels by columns) - see text for details. Sample size is n = 150× p = 41. The number of
Monte Carlo replications is 500.

5 Application to panel data

5.1 District heating system and thermal energy demand

In this section, we describe the data concerning the thermal consumption of the

residential users connected to the DH of the Italian city Bozen-Bolzano. The

heating demand of Bozen-Bolzano is partially supplied by a DH system that

is in constant expansion to sustain the municipality’s climate actions [41]. The
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Fig. 3 Boxplots of ARI (y-axis) by varying i) the pairwise dissimilarity measure between
dAMH and dτ , ii) the linkage method between the average, the complete (maximum), and
the single (minimum) (x-axis starting with the average linkage and dAMH, continuing with
the complete linkage and dAMH, and ending with the single linkage and dτ ), iii) the DGP
among the five given in Table 1 (panels by rows), and iv) the spatial settings among no
weights (cjj′ = 1, ∀j, j′), random weights, and empirical weights plus a random noise (panels
by columns) - see text for details. Sample size is n = 150 × p = 41. The number of Monte
Carlo replications is 500.

Bozen-Bolzano DH concerns a network of about 20 Km pipes, a centralized

production center mainly based on a waste-to-energy plant, 220 MW h thermal

storage, and more than 200 heat exchanger substitutions [42]. Each substation

is endowed with a smart heat meter that provides high frequency and accurate

resolution data used by operators to monitor the system.
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Here we use time series of the thermal energy demand (TED hereafter,

in kW h) of 41 residential users (i.e., one or more buildings with homoge-

neous characteristics fed by one or more DH substations) connected to the

Bozen-Bolzano DH during one winter week from 08/01/2016 to 14/01/2016

(see Fig. 4). Moreover, we use the time series of meteorological data, such as

outdoor temperature (TEMP hereafter, in ◦C) and solar radiation (RAD here-

after, in W/m2) provided by the S. Maurizio weather station. The observed

time series have been pre-processed to remove outliers due to meter or

transmission system failures, and then aggregated to obtain hourly observa-

tions. The meteorological data, presenting significant dependence on heating

demand, helps the proper modelling of the TED panel data [43].

Fig. 4 Map of the sample of users in the different districts fed by the Bozen-Bolzano DH.

The final aim of this application is to identify and characterize clusters of

homogeneous buildings with respect to the behavior of TED. Therefore, the

aim of the cluster analysis is to provide useful information to improve the

efficiency and sustainability of the DH of Bozen-Bolzano through a proper

schedule of the heat production and management of the network and the

thermal reservoir. For instance, consider two users with clearly different behav-

iors: Fig. 5 (top) represents the typical heating profile of a new or renovated
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building with continuous operation control that maintains the indoor temper-

ature constant throughout the entire day with morning and evening peaks;

Fig. 5 (bottom) corresponds to a typical non-renovated building with a night

setback control that leads to null demand during the night and a sharp peak

in the early morning. To verify and assess the quality of the clustering results,
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0
1
0
0

2
0
0

3
0
0

Jan 08 Jan 10 Jan 12 Jan 14

0
5
0

1
0
0

2
0
0

Fig. 5 Time series of TED in kW h (y-axis) of two typical users.

the following additional information is used: heating surface (in dam2), energy

class (in kW h/m2/year), age category (ranges from class 1, the oldest for

buildings before 1918, to class 9, the newest for buildings after 2005), and

mean yearly heat consumption (in MW h/year).

5.2 Clustering methodology

In this section we develop the panel data clustering procedure with the aim of

finding clusters of DH residential users. The clustering methodology is based on

the dependence between r.v.s representing the TED time series of each user. To

consider both temporal and cross-sectional dependence, we extend the copula-

based approach to time series modeling (see, e.g., [44]) to the panel data case.

We first fit a suitable dynamic panel regression model (see, e.g., [45, 46]) to

tackle serial dependence. Next, we model cross-sectional dependence between
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the time series of residuals by exploiting copula theory and apply the proposed

measure in the hierarchical clustering framework. To do that, we estimate a

dynamic panel regression model to the whole data set of p = 41 variables and

n = 150 observations that takes into account the effect of (lagged and not)

meteorological variables on TED, as well as the serial dependence of TED

and individual effects µi, with i = 1, . . . , 41. The following specified model

derives from the preliminary analysis of the TED, TEMP, and RAD time series

(together with their autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions) and

a forward selection based on significant covariates:

TEDit = ρ1TEDi(t−1) + ρ2TEDi(t−24) + β1RADit + β2RADi(t−1) + β3TEMPit +

+β4TEMPi(t−3) + uit

= ρ1TEDi(t−1) + ρ2TEDi(t−24) + β1RADit + β2RADi(t−1) +

+β3TEMPit + β4TEMPi(t−3) + µi + εit (3)

where i = 1, . . . , 41, t = 1, . . . , 150, ρ1, ρ2, β1, β2, β3, and β4 are scalar,

uit is assumed to follow a one-way error component regression model with

µi ∼ N(0, σ2
µ) and εit ∼ N(0, σ2

ε), which are independent of each other and

among themselves. Since TEDit is a function of µi, it follows that TEDi(t−1)

is also a function of µi. Therefore, TEDi(t−1) is correlated with the error term,

and we use a set of instrumental variables, i.e., TED lagged from (t − 3) to

(t − 24), to account for it and compute the estimation through the Arellano

and Bond one-step generalized method of moments [47].

Once the model in Eq. (3) has been estimated, the residuals of the 41 time

series are extracted, and the spatial AMH copula-based dissimilarity is com-

puted as in Eq. (2) where the 41 × 41 matrix of spatial weights is constructed

by adopting the exponential form and the distance on the WGS ellipsoid as
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illustrated in Section 4. We note that the residuals show low and very similar

linear Kendall’s correlation (range (−0.207, 0.394)). Thus, a typical dissimi-

larity measure based on Kendall’s τ correlation coefficient may be not able to

discriminate among them, unlike dAMH, which appears to be more sensitive

to small correlations. Moreover, the spatial weights provide useful information

about the buildings, since each district in the city is characterized by its own

urban planning history. The dendrograms obtained by varying the linkage rule

between average, complete, and single are shown in Fig. 6. The average and

complete linkages seem to produce more balanced clusters, while the single

rule exhibits the well-known chaining effect. To decide which linkage to use,

we adopt the previously discussed AC where values for the average, complete,

and single linkages are 0.65, 0.79, 0.41, respectively. The complete linkage is

then selected, yielding the highest agglomerative coefficient that may suggest a

better overall clustering structure. For completeness, we also compute the AC

value for the hierarchical clustering using the spatial Kendall-based dissimilar-

ity measure dτ and the three linkages: AC is lower than that computed using

the proposed measure dAMH regardless of the linkage, with the highest value

of 0.64 for the complete linkage. As for the selection of the number of clus-

ters to cut the dendrogram and derive the final partition, we adopt an index

useful to find a compromise between within-cluster homogeneity and between-

cluster separation. We use a Dunn-like index computed as the ratio of the

minimum average dissimilarity between two clusters to the maximum average

within-cluster dissimilarity [48] for different values of the number of clusters

K (between 2 and 8). A large value of the index can be interpreted as an indi-

cation of the presence of compact and well-separated clusters. The index plot

(Fig. 7) shows that K = 2 and K = 4 can be justified. We favor the solution

with K = 4 that can be more informative than partitioning into two clusters.
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Fig. 6 Dendrograms of hierarchical clustering applied to the 41 TED residual time series
using the dAMH dissimilarity measure and average, complete, and single linkage method
(from left to right).

The final partition is shown on the map in Fig. 7 (right) that underlies the

important role of the spatial weights in finding clusters that take into account

similar characteristics of buildings belonging to the same neighbourhood.
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Fig. 7 The Dunn-like index (y-axis) for clustering the partition into k clusters (x-axis)
(left), and maps of the clusters (right) obtained applying hierarchical clustering with the
dAMH dissimilarity measure and the complete linkage to the 41 TED residual time series.
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5.3 Clustering validation and characterization of clusters

Here we discuss the final partition obtained in the analysis presented in the

previous section. Figure 8 shows the clusters obtained with four time-invariant

characteristics of DH users, i.e., heating surface, age class, energy class, and

yearly mean of heat consumption. The results show proper features in terms

of within-cluster homogeneity and between-cluster dissimilarity. Indeed, the

boxplots in Fig. 8 show low spread and low overlapping ranges. This analysis

is useful to assess the quality of the final clustering obtained by analyzing the

TED time series. The time-invariant characteristics highlight that the cluster-

ing methodology based on dAMH groups the users well with respect to their

energy performance. Indeed, worth pointing out is that the distribution of the

energy class of each identified cluster differs appreciably. Specifically, clusters

1 and 2 include renovated buildings, while clusters 3 and 4 old non-renovated

buildings. Cluster 2 comprises buildings that are slightly less efficient and

smaller than cluster 1. Instead, cluster 3 is composed of buildings that are

more efficient than those in cluster 4. The performed clustering also shows

good partition in terms of age class, with a quite pronounced between-cluster

dissimilarity, except for cluster 2 that includes a large variety of building ages.

This is due to the inclusion in cluster 2 of quite efficient users consisting of both

new and renovated buildings. Regarding the heating surface in Fig. 8, clusters

3 and 4 have medium-small sized users, while the energy-efficient buildings of

clusters 1 and 2 are divided into large and medium sized users, respectively.

The yearly mean of heat consumption follows analogous behavior to heating

surface. The non-efficient buildings of clusters 3 and 4 have similar yearly con-

sumption, while the buildings with high energy performance in clusters 1 and

2 are high and medium yearly consumption groups, respectively. In general,

all the clusters can easily be interpreted, especially in terms of energy class
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and building age, by separating new and efficient users from old and inefficient

ones.
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Fig. 8 Time invariant characteristics of DH users (from left to right): heating surface
(dam2), age class (class), energy class (kW h/m2/year), and yearly mean of heat consump-
tion (MW h/year) for each cluster (from Cl 1 to Cl 4) obtained applying the hierarchical
clustering with the dAMH dissimilarity measure and the complete linkage to the 41 TED
residual time series.

In summary, the proposed dissimilarity measure allows accurately grouping

buildings according to their energy performance regardless of size using only

historical heat demand information. The energy class is a crucial characteristic

for any energy analysis. Indeed, the ability of dAMH to identify clusters that are

homogeneous in terms of energy class has several practical implications in DH,

for instance, in building renovation planning, anomaly detection, forecasting

heat demand, and management control.

6 Conclusions

In this study, we propose a new dissimilarity measure based on the Ali-

Mikhail-Haq copula for the application of hierarchical clustering algorithms

when complex temporal dependencies and spatial information are relevant.

We validate the theoretical aspects of the proposed dissimilarity on simulated

data, and exploit the presented method to analyze observed energy data. To

this final aim, we develop a procedure to cluster variables in panel data hav-

ing characteristics suitable for the AMH copula-based dissimilarity measure.

Hence, we apply the clustering methodology to high frequency data from the
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DH of Bozen-Bolzano that exhibit low dependence with tiny differences in rank

correlations. Our findings show the empirical usefulness of the AMH-copula

based approach in identifying clusters that are well interpretable in terms of

energy performance.

Our contribution responds to the current interest in the analysis of big

data concerning energy demand for an efficient planning of smart DH systems.

Indeed, empirical findings are fundamental to support the optimal manage-

ment of both the production and distribution of DH systems. In order to

capture the interconnection between the users’ energy demand, there is a need

for non-standard clustering methods that are able to cope with the tempo-

ral dependence, the cross-sectional dependence, and the spatial information.

Hence, considering the buildings’ consumption of heating, a clustering able to

take into account the above-mentioned aspects can provide crucial information

when performing specific tasks for an efficient and sustainable management,

such as forecasting and anomaly detection.

Despite the fact that our proposal was motivated from an empirical issue

concerning heating demand, it can be useful in any empirical context where

the interest is in the clustering of low correlated r.v.s observed at different

geographical sites.
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